In the context of SUSY grand unification a link is established between the hadronic and leptonic soft breaking sectors. Such relation is here exploited in particular for FCNC processes in B physics. It is shown how bounds on leptonic FCNC involving the third generation translate into constraints on FC B decays. In the second part of the contribution we show that tests of lepton universality in K and B decays can represent an interesting handle to obtain relevant information on the amount of FCNC in the second and third fermion generation.
Grand Unification of Quark and Lepton FCNCs
Supersymmetry (SUSY) breaking (SB) remains one of the biggest issues in physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). In spite of various proposals, we still miss a realistic and theoretically satisfactory model of SB.
Flavor violating processes have been instrumental in guiding us towards consistent SB models. Indeed, even in the absence of a well-defined SB mechanism and, hence, without a precise knowledge of the SUSY lagrangian at the electroweak scale, it is still possible to make use of the FCNC bounds to infer relevant constraints on the part of the SUSY soft breaking sector related to the sfermion mass matrices.
The model-independent method which is adopted is the so-called Mass-Insertion approximation (MIA). In this approach, the experimental limits lead to upper bounds on the parameters (or combinations of) δ is the average sfermion mass. The mass-insertions include the LL/LR/RL/RR types, according to the chirality of the corresponding SM fermions.
Detailed bounds on the individual δs have been derived by considering limits from various FCNC processes [1] . As long as one remains within the simple picture of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), where quarks and leptons are unrelated, the hadronic and leptonic FCNC processes yield separate bounds on the corresponding δ q 's and δ l 's, respectively. The situation changes when one embeds the MSSM within a Grand Unified Theory (GUT). In a SUSY GUT, quarks and leptons sit in same multiplets and are transformed into each other through GU symmetry transformations. If the supergravity lagrangian, and, in particular, its Kähler function are present at a scale larger than the GUT breaking scale, they have to fully respect the underlying gauge symmetry which is the GU symmetry itself. The subsequent SUSY breaking will give rise to the usual soft breaking terms in the lagrangian. In particular, if the mediation mechanism responsible for the transmission of the SUSY breaking to the visible sector is gravitational, the sfermion mass matrices, whose structure is dictated by the Kähler potential, will have to respect the underlying GU symmetry. Hence we expect quark-lepton correlations among entries of the sfermion mass matrices [2] . In other words, the quark-lepton unification seeps also into the SUSY breaking soft sector.
Imposition of a GU symmetry on the L soft entails relevant implications at the weak scale. This is because the flavour violating (FV) mass-insertions do not get strongly renormalized through RG scaling from the GUT scale to the weak scale in the absence of new sources of flavor violation. On the other hand, if such new sources are present, for instance due to the presence of new neutrino Yukawa couplings in SUSY GUTs with a seesaw mechanism for neutrino masses, then one can compute the RG-induced effects in terms of these new parameters. Hence, the correlations between hadronic and leptonic flavor violating MIs survive at the weak scale to a good approximation. As for the flavor conserving (FC) mass insertions (i.e., the diagonal entries of the sfermion mass matrices), they get strongly renormalized but in a way which is RG computable.
The connection between quark and lepton δ parameters can have significant implications on flavor phenomenology [2, 3] . Indeed, using these relations, a quark δ parameter can be probed in a leptonic process or vice versa. In this way, it is possible that constraints in one sector are converted to the other sector where previously only weaker or perhaps even no bounds existed. A thorough analysis along these lines has been performed by our group and is going to appear very soon [4] . This extends and quantitatively accomplishes the research project outlined in our previous work [2] . Here we present a limited selection of such results, in particular concerning B physics.
To be specific, we concentrate on the SUSY SU(5) framework and derive all the relations between squark and sleptonic mass insertions. We then study the impact of the limit from τ → µ γ on the b → s transition observables, such as A CP (B → φK s ).
The soft terms are assumed to be generated at some scale above M GU T . Note that even assuming complete universality of the soft breaking terms at M P lanck , as in mSUGRA, the RG effects to M GU T will induce flavor off-diagonal entries at the GUT scale [5, 6] . Hence we assume generic flavor violating entries to be present in the sfermion matrices at the GUT scale. Let us consider the scalar soft breaking sector of the MSSM:
where we have used the standard notation for the MSSM fields and have explicitly written down the various ∆ parameters. Consider that SU(5) be the relevant symmetry at the scale where the above soft terms firstly show up. Then, taking into account that matter is organized into the SU(5) representations 10 = (q, u c , e c ) and 5 = (l, d c ), one obtains the following relations
Eqs. (2, 3, 4) are matrices in flavor space. These equations lead to relations between the slepton and squark flavor violating off-diagonal entries ∆ ij . These are:
These GUT correlations among hadronic and leptonic scalar soft terms are summarized in table 1. Assuming that no new sources of flavor structure are present from the SU(5) In Fig.1 , we plot the probability density in the Re(δ 
Lepton Universality in K → ℓν
High precision electroweak tests represent a powerful tool to probe the SM and, hence, to constrain or obtain indirect hints of new physics beyond it. Kaon and pion physics are obvious grounds where to perform such tests, for instance in the well studied π l2 (π → lν l ) and K l2 (K → lν l ) decays, where l = e or µ. Unfortunately, the relevance of these single decay channels in probing the SM is severely hindered by our theoretical uncertainties on non perturbative quantities like f π and f K , which still remain at the percent level. On the other hand, in the ratios R π = Γ(π → eν)/Γ(π → µν) and R K = Γ(K → eν)/Γ(K → µν) of the electronic and muonic modes, the hadronic uncertainties cancel to a very large extent. As a result, the SM predictions of R π and R K are known with excellent accuracy [7] and this makes it possible to fully exploit the great experimental resolutions on R π [8] and R K [8, 9] to constrain new physics effects. Given our limited predictive power on f π and f K , deviations from the µ − e universality represent the best hope we have at the moment to detect new physics effects in π l2 and K l2 . The most recent NA48/2 result on R K :
NA48/2 which will further improve with current analysis, significantly improves on the previous PDG value, R exp. K = (2.44 ± 0.11) · 10 −5 . This is to be compared with the SM prediction which reads:
Denoting by ∆r e−µ N P the deviation from µ − e universality in R K due to new physics, i.e.:
the NA48/2 result requires (at the 2σ level):
In the following, we consider low-energy supersymmetric extensions of the SM (with R parity) as the source of new physics to be tested by R K [10] . The question we intend to address is whether SUSY can cause deviations from µ − e universality in K l2 at a level which can be probed with the present attained experimental sensitivity, namely at the percent level. We will show that i) it is indeed possible for regions of the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) to obtain ∆r e−µ N P of O(10 −2 ) and ii) such large contributions to K l2 do not arise from SUSY lepton flavor conserving (LFC) effects, but, rather, from lepton flavor violating (LFV) ones. Finally, being the NA48/2 R K central value below the SM prediction, one may wonder whether SUSY contributions could have the correct sign to account for such an effect. We will show that there exist regions of the SUSY parameter space where the total R K arising from all such SM and SUSY terms is indeed lower than R SM K . The SM contributions to π l2 and K l2 are helicity suppressed; hence, these processes are very sensitive to non-SM effects. In particular, charged Higgs bosons (H ± ) appearing in any model with two Higgs doublets (including the SUSY case) can contribute at tree level to the above processes inducing the following effects [11] :
where m u is the mass of the up quark while m s,d stands for the down-type quark mass of the M meson (M = K, π). From Eq. (10) it is evident that such tree level contributions do not introduce any lepton flavour dependent correction. The first SUSY contributions violating the µ − e universality in M → lν decays arise at the one-loop level with various diagrams involving exchanges of (charged and neutral) Higgs scalars, charginos, neutralinos and sleptons. For our purpose, it is relevant to divide all such contributions into two classes: i) LFC contributions where the charged meson M decays without FCNC in the leptonic sector, i.e. M → lν l ; ii) LFV contributions M → l i ν k , with i = k (in particular, the interesting case will be for i = e, µ, and k = τ ). A typical contribution of the first class is of order
where H denotes a heavy Higgs circulating in the loop. Then, even if we assume particularly favorable circumstances like tan β = 50, we end up with ∆r e−µ SU SY ≤ 10 −6 much below the percent level of experimental sensitivity. One could naively think that contributions of the second class (LFV contributions) are further suppressed with respect to the LFC ones. On the contrary, we show that charged Higgs mediated SUSY LFV contributions, in particular in the kaon decays into an electron and a tau neutrino, can be strongly enhanced. The quantity which now accounts for the deviation from the µ − e universality is R 
The ∆ 3l R terms are induced at one loop level by non holomorphic corrections through the exchange of gauginos and sleptons, provided LFV mixing among the sleptons [12] (for phenomenological applications, see [12, 13, 14, 15] ). Since the Yukawa operator is of dimension four, the quantities ∆ (12), it turns out that the dominant contribution to ∆r e−µ N P reads [10] :
Taking ∆ force ∆r e−µ π susy to be much below its actual experimental upper bound. LFV effects to ∆r e−µ K SU SY at the per cent level are allowed by the experimental bounds on LFV tau decays (Br(τ → l j X) ≤ 10 −7 , with X = γ, η, µµ). In fact, ∆r e−µ K SU SY at the percent level corresponds to Br(τ → eX) ≤ 10 −10 [15, 16] . The above SUSY dominant contribution to ∆r e−µ N P increases the value of R K with respect to the SM expectation. On the other hand, the recent NA48/2 result exhibits a central value lower than R SM K . One may wonder whether SUSY could account for such a lower R K . Obviously, the only way it can is through terms which, contributing to the LFC K → lν l channels, can interfere ( destructively) with the SM contribution. One can envisage the possibility of making use of the large LFV contributions to give rise to LFC ones through double LFV mass insertions in the scalar lepton propagators.
The corrections to the LFC H ± lν l vertices induced by LFV effects are:
where the second term is generated by a double LFV source that, as a final effect, preserves the flavour. Indeed ∆ 
Setting the parameters as in the example of the above section and if ∆ 11
In the most favorable scenarios, the deviations from the SM could reach ∼ 1% in the R µ/e K case [10] (not far from the present experimental resolution [9] ) and ∼ few × 10 −4 in the R µ/e π case. In the pion case the effect is quite below the present experimental resolution [17] , but could well be within the reach of the new generation of high-precision π ℓ2 experiments planned at TRIUMPH and at PSI.
In principle, larger violations of LF universality are expected in B → ℓν decays, with O(10%) deviations from the SM in R µ/τ B and even order-of-magnitude enhancements in R e/τ B [18] . However, the difficulty of precision measurements of the highly suppressed B → e/µ ν modes makes these non-standard effects undetectable (at least at present).
Similarly to the FCNC decays, also for the LF universality tests the low-energy systems (K ℓ2 and π ℓ2 ) offer a unique opportunity in shedding light on physics beyond the Standard Model: the smallness of NP effects is more than compensated (in terms of NP sensitivity) by the excellent experimental resolution and the good theoretical control.
Finally, we remark that a key ingredient of all the effects discussed in the present section are large tan β values so, it is legitimate to ask how natural is this framework. The regime of large tan β [tan β = (m t /m b )] has an intrinsic theoretical interest since it allows the unification of top and bottom Yukawa couplings, as predicted in well-motivated grand-unified models. Moreover, as recently discussed in [18] , this scenario is particularly appealing also from a phenomenological point of view. In fact, in this framework, one could naturally accommodate the present central values of both BR(B → τ ν) and (g − 2) µ , explain why the lightest Higgs boson has not been observed yet, and why no signal of new physics has been observed in BR(B → X s γ) and ∆M Bs without requiring any fine tuning. So, one of the virtues of the large tan β regime of the MSSM is its naturalness in flavor physics and in precise electroweak tests.
